PROCEEDINGS OF THE STATE POLICE CHIEF
POLICE HEADQUARTERS, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
Present: Loknath Behera IPS

Sub: SISF - New Pattern of Uniform, Logo, Flag and Shoulder Sleeve Insignia- Orders issued- Reg


Order No: S2(a)-20301/2018/PHQ Dated, 24.02.208

In a move to usher in uniformity, uniqueness, modernity and pride in the uniform and symbols of State Industrial Security Force (SISF), it is hereby decided to roll out the following new designs of SISF Unit logo (Emblem), Unit flag, Uniform and shoulder sleeve insignia (Arm Badge). All the police personnel and officers who are deputed from Police Department to SISF are to wear the new shoulder sleeve insignia as part of their official uniform. The Commandant, SISF will take necessary action for replacing the old flag and logo. He/She shall also communicate the newly introduced SISF -logo, flag, shoulder sleeve insignia and uniform to all members of the force with orders to switch over to new system within a stipulated time to be overseen by ADGP AP Bn.

1. The height of the SISF Logo would be 4.43cm and width would be 3.56cm. There shall be an Ashoka Emblem on the centre at top. The abbreviation ‘SISF’ will be inside a circle on the top, and a head of hawk (Eagle) would be below these letters. This circle will be in black colour line. This will be inscribed within the wreath conventionalised branches of olive leaf in black colour. The ribbon below is laid with the words ‘STATE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY FORCE’ at the centre in white colour. The word ‘KERALA’ would be inscribed exactly above the ribbon on the centre, in black colour.
II. The SISF Flag would be a combination of dark navy blue and light grey. The Flag size would be height 24 inches and width 36 inches. The flag would be divided into two triangles of dark navy blue colour on the left and light grey colour on the right. The logo/insignia of SISF would be imprinted and embossed in the centre of the flag, with size $40 \times 40$ cm.
III. The **Shoulder Sleeve Insignia or Arm Badge** of SISF will be of 7.00cm height and 6.5cm width. The shape of the shoulder sleeve insignia would be as given above. It will be a combination of light grey colour and dark navy blue in synchronization with the colour of the unit flag. There will be an oval shaped insignia at a distance of 3.06cm from top, 1.74cm from bottom, 2.35cm from left and 2.35cm from right of 2.20 × 1.86 cm. The Ashoka emblem of size 1.21 × 0.92cm would be 0.16cm above the oval shaped insignia. Both the Ashoka emblem and Insignia would be embossed in a shield shape of 4.15 × 4cm size. The shield will be in light grey colour.

**SISF SHOULDER SLEEVE INSIGNIA**

![Image of SISF Shoulder Sleeve Insignia]

The words **STATE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY FORCE** shall be imprinted and embossed on the top centre in a curve shape in white colour above the shield at a distance of 0.44cm from top and 0.95cm from shield. The boundary of letters would be of dark navy blue colour. The above shield will be encircled by another shield of 7 × 6.5cm size. It will be in dark navy blue colour. The words **KERALA POLICE** would be written inside the outer shield equidistant from the bottom centre of the inner shield and bottom centre of the outer shield. The word **KERALA** would be on left side and **POLICE** would be on the right side. It will be written in white colour. The shoulder sleeve insignia or arm badge will have a dark navy blue continuous lining.
on the border. The shoulder sleeve insignia or Arm badge would be embroidered with grey, white and black yarn on navy blue terry cotton base.

**IV. SISF UNIFORM PATTERN**

1. The Shirt and Pants will be of Khaki colour.

2. The Shirt is half sleeve with Army uniform model pocket (without bar type folding) and the shoulder sleeve insignia of SISF on the right hand and shoulder sleeve insignia of Kerala Police on the left hand. The insignia's will be stitched on to the shirt, size of width 3 inch and length 3.1 inch. The stars of various ranks will be stitched in black thread and on the shoulder flaps on Khaki base.

3. The edge of the shoulder flap towards the shoulder side will have a label imprinted ‘SISF’ on black colour on khaki colour base.

4. The belt will be black colour web belt, tactical one with extra pouches

5. The pant will be of Khaki colour, cargo model with multiple pockets. The side pockets of the pant should be kept high. The loops will be such that it can accommodate the black tactical belt with additional holsters.

6. The name plate will be of black colour base with letters in white colour, which is affixed just above the right side pocket of the shirt.

7. The cap will be of shade cap model, black in colour with the logo of SISF stitched in rectangle shape on to the front middle portion in the size of width 2.5 inch and length 3 inch. State Industrial Security Force in white colour should be imprinted below the logo in horizontal. The piping of the cap should be in white colour in front of the pie. ‘SISF’ in white colour should be printed at the back of the cap.

8. The lanyard is black colour of single fold.

9. The shoes will be black colour Para Trooper Leather Combat type Boot of ankle length.
To: All officers in List B.
Copy To: 1. All Staff Officers in PHQ for information.
       2. Commandant SISF for information and necessary action.
       3. Director, Public Information Centre, PHQ for necessary action.
       4. CA to SPC

"I am directed to convey the above orders of the State Police Chief."

Sd/-
24.02.2018

Loknath Behera IPS,
State Police Chief

Krishnan L
Senior Superintendent G&S, PHQ